Best Tips In Communicating With Your Freelance Virtual
Assistant when Outsourcing Online
For businesses which operate online or for solo entrepreneurs who have decided to start new startup
businesses or plan to create a more freer lifestyle the introduction of a capable virtual assistant can
be a god send. Virtual assistants have the ability to take the burden off you in so many ways you can
soon be forgiven to think how you managed to get by without them! Virtual assistants can organize
your day, organize meetings, transcribe notes, do daily admin, provide a buffer between you and
your clients and generally make your life an easier one. With so much to get done between you and
your virtual assistant you need to set up good communication habits that support the both of you.
This article will discuss some of the top tips.
The first tip is to ideally find a virtual assistant who speaks your language, both figuratively and
literally. It is better for the both of you if you speak with a virtual assistant who natively speaks the
same language as you do. That way there is a minimal chance that you might arouse
misunderstandings or develop breakdowns on communications. If your assistant is transcribing your
speeches or notes they need to understand your mannerisms and colloquial sayings. Secondly, it is
ideal that your virtual assistant understands what you do and is supportive in some way of your
efforts. Because you are in potentially a long term business relationship it is helpful that they be able
to encourage and support what you do because they will be doing it someway as well.
Secondly, despite that the both of you may be working closely together it is important that you keep
all communication professional. Of course you can be friendly, cordial and express concern but your
virtual assistant is there to be of assistance. Needless to say if you start behaving or approaching your
assistant in a way that is not conducive to a professional relationship then you are putting undue
stress onto that relationship. The last thing you want is to create conflicts of interests and
misunderstandings. So keep it professional.
Finally, try to back up what you say in writing. Writing all of your instructions down, whether it be by
email, an instant message or in a word document forces you to figure out what you're trying to say
succinctly. Writing down your instructions for your virtual assistant helps them not have to figure out
the last thing you've said and not create misunderstandings. If you've told your assistant to do
something over the phone back up your statement in writing. Then you can guarantee that they get
what you've asked them to do.
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